CATHY MAXWELL
Bestselling novelist Cathy Maxwell insists it was much more
than her appreciation of handsome men in tall boots that
attracted her to England’s Regency period and romance novels
set there. Having been bitten by the writing bug, she’s enamored
by the continual challenge of creating new characters and plots.
A storyteller since childhood, writing romance has given her a
way to express her belief that “loving well is the greatest
adventure of all,” at the same time she explores her fascination
with the Regency period, a time in which she says “important new
ideas we now accept as common sense were born.”
The author of twenty-five novels and four novellas set in
the early 1800s, Cathy’ latest THE SEDUCTION OF SCANDAL, the fifth of her Scandals and
Seductions novels, has just been published. The others, also set in the Regency period, are
quintessential Cathy Maxwell—traditional historicals with a contemporary sensibility and a
touch of humor. They are A Seduction at Christmas, The Marriage Ring, The Earl Claims
His Wife, and His Christmas Pleasure. Linked by several shared characters, each has
appeared for multiple weeks on The New York Times Best Seller list.
Cathy’s success is not surprising. She received recognition from the start with her first
novel, All Things Beautiful. Published in 1994, it was nominated for Best First Book by the
Romance Writers of America and for Best First Historical by Romantic Times magazine. It
received first place recognition as Best Read of 1994 from the Reader’s Voice. Since then, she
has continued to embrace the romance genre with the same enthusiasm and respect for its
traditions that readers bring to her stories. She focuses on what readers want—strong plots
and characters, historical accuracy and vivid descriptions of the mores, households, fashion
and society of the time—and has introduced her share of virgins, forced marriages, scheming
heirs, rogues, and haughty matrons of the ton.
In THE SCANDAL OF SEDUCTION, her heroine is a young, titled woman fleeing an
arranged marriage. Her hero is a highwayman coerced into hiding her until her wedding day
passes. It’s the sort of plot Cathy relishes, with its suspension of disbelief, unexpected twists
and turns, thread of danger and the focus, always, on the developing love story. “It’s the
readers of historical romance that keep the genre vibrant, not just the authors” says Cathy.
“They have a strong affinity for certain time periods and customs, and for story elements that
might not succeed in a contemporary novel.” She notes that “with a
historical, the veil of history softens some things. I may be able to pull off
a highwayman as hero when The Prince Regent was leading Britain, but it’s
doubtful I’ll set one in the present about a convenience store robber.”
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Born in Olathe, Kansas—“a picture perfect Midwestern town”—Cathy’s family roots go
back to the Mayflower and the Revolutionary War. She has long called Virginia home, noting
she is “a Virginian by choice, but a Kansan by nature.” She worked in television news as a
broadcaster before spending six years in the Navy. She attended Air Force intelligence school,
worked in the Pentagon and did a tour with Naval Intelligence.
“I always wanted to join the Navy,” she says, “and at the ripe age of twenty-three, I
made a list of the ten things I wanted to do with my life. Reading the news wasn’t on the list,
but the Navy was and so was writing. I have no regrets. My time in the service opened me up
to the big world, had me making news instead of reporting on it, and led me to my husband.”
Prepared to help protect her country, it nonetheless turned out that the most dangerous thing
Cathy did was to begin her own “greatest adventure” and marry a man she’d known less than a
month.
Cathy began her writing career in 1991 while her children were still small. “It wasn’t
easy,” she says. “I worked full time, my husband travelled, we had three kids, I volunteered
and I was writing from four until seven every morning.”
Now, twenty years later, she is the author of sixteen national bestsellers and her novels
appear regularly on The New York Times and USA Today bestseller lists. A rarity in the book
world, Cathy has published every one of her two dozen novels with the same publisher, Avon
Books. These include the bestsellers In the Highlander’s Bed, Bedding the Heiress, In the
Bed of a Duke, The Price of Indiscretion, Temptation of a Proper Governess, and The
Seduction of an English Lady.
Cathy is a member of Romance Writers of America, Washington Romance Writers,
Virginia Romance Writers, and Novelists Inc. She is a frequent featured speaker and panelist
nationally and locally at writers’ conferences, libraries and special events, where she focuses on
writing, fiction and the romance genre. Recently, she has received requests from a variety of
groups to share her own inspiring stories of empowerment, persistence and coping with grief,
hard won knowledge earned following the sudden accidental death of her husband.
Cathy lives in rural Powhatan County, Virginia with her rescued dogs Rico and Maya and
with her son during college breaks, and is just a few miles from her horses, Duncan and Dinero.
Locally, she supports the Free Clinic of Powhatan, Transformation Retreats, a ministry for
people with HIV, the YMCA, and Comfort Zone Camp, which supports children dealing with the
death of a loved one.
www.cathymaxwell.com
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